Vehicle Diagnostic Assistant™
A technician’s job just got a lot easier.

Guide
Our graphical user
interface guides the
technician through
the proper selection
of software, interface
boxes and cables for
each specific vehicle
component.
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Available Panasonic Toughbook
Integrated Options
The Panasonic Toughbook laptop is designed to meet the
needs of the demanding user. It is the perfect computer
for the service bay. It has been tested for resistance
against drops, liquid spills, dust and temperature
extremes.

Panasonic Toughbook: CF-30

Fully ruggedized computer. Designed
using MIL-STD-810f test procedures.
Full magnesium alloy case, vibration
and drop-shock resistant, built in carry
handle, removable shock mounted
hard drive, moisture and dust resistant
design. 13.3” monitor that is available
with touch screen options.

Panasonic Toughbook: CF-52
Magnesium allloy LCD and bottom
case, shock mounted removable hard
drive, built in carry handle. Large
15.4” display. Spill-resistant keyboard
and touchpad. Moderately priced.
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Panasonic Toughbook: CF-19
Fully ruggedized computer. Designed
using MIL-STD-810f test procedures.
Full magnesium alloy case, vibration
and drop-shock resistant, built in
carry handle, removable shock
mounted hard drive, moisture and
dust resistant design. Converts into
a tablet computer. 10.4” touch or
digitize monitor.

Vehicle Diagnostic Assistant™: VDA
The VDA provides the technician with the
same diagnostic tools and information found in
dealerships and OEM service centers. The VDA
comes with all necessary cables and interface
boxes that connect powerful modern computers
to today’s sophisticated electronic vehicles.
The VDA is the perfect solution for Garages and
Service Centers.
The Vehicle Diagnostic Assistant™ utilizes the
Panasonic Toughbook which
features a magnesium alloy
LCD case that is 20 times
stronger than ABS plastic to
protect critical and expensiveto-replace components. The
hard disk drive is mounted in
a shock-absorbing polymer
compound that protects the
Hard Drive from vibration and
shock, while securing missioncritical data.
The Vehicle Diagnostic
Assistant™ is updateable and
is customized for each of our
customer’s specific needs. It
is an essential tool for today’s
vehicle technicians.

VDA
USB

customized: Design

Our engineers listened directly to vehicle
technicians when designing the Vehicle
Diagnostic Assistant™. From start to finish
our product has been designed to be one
stand alone and easy to use computer
based diagnostic tool that focuses on
the specific maintenance needs of each
customer. It’s mobile design also makes it
easy to move about the garage from vehicle
to vehicle.
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Original Equipment Software provides
the technician with the same tools and
information that is found in dealerships and
OEM service centers. Our custom software
applications have become industry standard
due to our easy to use graphical interface
and our extreme desire to give technicians
the best and most direct ability to view
& clear codes, monitor parameters, run
diagnostic test and access diagnostic trees.
Applications for engines, transmissions and
braking systems are available for OEMs that
include: Cummins, Detroit, International,
Mack, Volvo, OBDII, Allison, Eaton, Bendix,
Meritor Wabco (Other Applications available
upon request).

friendly: Support

Our professional and friendly staff utilizes
an interactive knowledge database to help
customers in need of assistance. This
database helps our service personnel
quickly and accurately post and search
past issues to provide customers with both
prompt and comprehensive assistance.
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